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AUSTRALIAN JAMES WILLIAMS HOSTS CNN’S NEW TRAVEL SHOW ‘IN 24 HOURS’
Busy travellers have little free time in their schedules, so moments must be memorable.
CNN International’s new 30 minute travel show, ‘In 24 Hours’ descends on a vibrant city each month to experience a
perfect day's down time.
From morning until after hours, host James Williams brings viewers unique and exclusive experiences. From New
York to Hong Kong, CNN offers its audience the chance to take a look at the world's latest hotspots before they pop
into the travel guides.
The iconic and sophisticated city of New York is the first featured city in the programme, opening with a flyover of the
island of Manhattan via high-end helicopter service, Blade. This service works like Uber—customers are able to order
a helicopter with the app and fly anywhere in the city in minutes.
Also on ‘In 24 Hours’ each month, a celebrity will provide insider recommendations about each city. In the launch
programme, renowned chef Anthony Bourdain reveals his New York secrets and favourite hotspots.

Airtimes: Sydney
Wednesday December 9 at 2130 AEDT
Saturday December 12 at 1730 AEDT
Sunday December 13 at 2230 AEDT
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